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WRT-1023
• Title: Analyzing and Assessing Contracts for Embedded Risk
• The goal of this research effort is to apply data analytics to understand the
assessment processes undertaken by a contracting officer. The intent is to
bring significant efficiencies to these assessment processes and develop a
prototype tool covering relevant parts of the DoD contracting process from
beginning to end
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WRT-1023
The effort has been divided into several phases. The researchers is focused on:
• Determining the most appropriate contract structure, i.e., contract type, for the government to use in
response to a specific set of requirements (Phase 1)
• Assessing the description of requirements, contract text, and/or a general question regarding a
government solicitation or contract against the Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR), Defense Federal
Acquisition Regulations Supplement (DFARS), DFARS Procedures, Guidance and Implementation (PGI),
DoD Class Deviations, and other applicable DoD guidance. (DoD Source Selection Procedures; DoD Risk
Management Guide; etc., (www.dau.mil/tools) (Phase 2)
• Performing an after-triage contracts comparative analysis, limited to the compliance to formal and critical
issues (Phase 3)
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WRT-1023: Key features
• Leveraging on current MO and literature, create a logical framework to classify
requests based on given Contract Types
• Create a computational model for the logical framework
• Create a visualization systems to present the results
• Deliver the results with an agile approach, developing prototypes/proofs of
concepts with increasing capabilities
• As per our contract, during the first year we developed an early prototype to
prove validity of the approach. The prototype covers the basic functionalities
highlighted above but with limited robustness, interactivity, proactivity and
reusability
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The context: scenario
• We have been informed of the existence of 10 different contract types, some of
them with relevant degrees of similarity
• The job of the contracting officer we are addressing with this research task is to
classify acquisition requests by contract type
• Working with the Sponsor, we identify keywords that are characteristic of each
contract type. No plain combination of those keywords leads to an exact
classification
• The classification is rarely a black and white decision and is mostly based on the
knowledge and experience of the contracting officer
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What shaped the system
• The classification we want to implement is rooted in a semantic analysis of text
• The semantic value in this case is the proximity of a request to a contract type,
according to contracting officers' knowledge
• It was essential to “recreate” the contracting officers' knowledge to be used for
the classification
• We leveraged on what we did in WRT-1010 to create a computational
representation of that knowledge base
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WRT-1023 key component: the “room theory”
• The ”room theory” is a framework to address the relativity of the point of view by providing a computational
representation of the context we want to use to evaluate the text
• The non computational theory was first released as “schema theory” by Sir Frederic Bartlett (1886–1969) and
revised for AI applications as “framework theory” by Marvin Minsky (mid ‘70)
• For instance, when we enter a physical room, we instantly know if it is a bedroom, a bathroom, or a living room
• Rooms/schemata/frameworks …
• Are mental frameworks that an individual possesses
• A mental framework is what humans use to organize remembered information
• Represent an individuals view of reality and are representative of prior knowledge and experiences
• We create computational ”rooms” by processing large corpora from the specific domain/community generating
numerical dataset (“embeddings table”). We consider a table as a knowledge base for the context/point of view
• The “room” method makes the whole approach easy to be moved to different domains
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How the “room theory” works
1

“Room”, representing a contracting
officer’s Knowledge base

using

2

3
compared with

Requests to
evaluate

“Benchmarks”: Contract Types
keywords/distinctive characteristic

•

“Room theory” enables the use of context-subjectivity
in the analysis of the incoming documents

•

Context-subjectivity can be the point of of view of a
subject matter expert

•

The context-subjectivity in the analysis is represented by
a domain specific numerical knowledge base, created
from a large domain specific & representative corpus
that is then transformed into a numerical dataset
(“embeddings table”)

Contract Classification Value

•

The key components are:
1. A point of view for the comparison (the “room”). This is represented by the embeddings table extracted from a
large/representative corpus from the specific domain
2. A criteria for the analysis (the ”benchmark”). This is a list of keywords defining the “what we are looking for”. Different
benchmarks would provide different analyses
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Implementation challenges
• The initial ~100 keywords were not enough to define the contract types
• The initial ~200 documents/~30K unique words were not enough to create a knowledge base
able to “understand” the requests. The knowledge base was based on a corpus created from
contracting-related text
• The “words” are rarely just “words”, being most of the times combination of words, like “ceiling
price” or “time and materials”
• Not all the words have the same relevance in determining a contract type
• The “similarity” between request and contract type is calculated by evaluating distance
between vectors. Standard methods (like cosine similarity) average the results
• The user cannot work with Python code to have their requests processed
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Implementation answers
• We now have 464 keywords. This includes the synonyms of the original keywords
• We expanded the sources including related domains. The corpus representing a contracting
officer’s knowledge base is now composed by 537 documents, for a total of 119,941 unique
words
• We developed a domain-agnostic method to extract the “semantic chunks” (“n-grams”) from
the corpus. With this method we created the domain-specific “chunks”
• With the great contribution of our Sponsor, we assigned weights to each keyword
• We used “word mover” approach to calculate the vector distances
• We created a user interface to let the user input their documents/requests to be processed
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Implementation answers: the impact of the upgrades
Coverage of the room

• The ~200 documents corpus generated a
knowledge base not able to identify the
keywords either properly or at all
• The new one based on 537 documents is
performing much better
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Implementation answers: the impact of the upgrades
Differentiation capability

• With the new keywords and weights, the system is able to better differentiate between
contract types
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Classification results
Firm-Fixed-Price (FFP)
Fixed-Price Economic Price Adjustment
(FPEPA)
Fixed-Price related
Contracts

Fixed-Price Incentive Firm Target (FPIF)
Fixed-Price Award-Fee (FPAF)
Fixed-Price Prospective Price Redetermine
(FP3R)

Contract Types

Cost-Plus-Incentive-Fee (CPIF)
Cost-Plus-Fixed-Fee (CPFF)
Cost-Reimbursement
related Contracts

Time and Materials/Labor Hour Contracts
(T&M)
Cost-Plus-Award-Fee (CPAF)
Cost or Cost-Sharing (C or CS)

• The ability of the system to differentiate between contract types is calculated using PCA and performing Ttests for “within group distances” vs. “between groups distances” and then running Monte-Carlo Simulations
to generate a validity report
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Use Case: Individual Documents

Each individual artifact is treated as a separate document

• The user wants to upload several different Requests for Proposals to see which
category of contract type should be strongly considered for each separate document
•
•
•
•
•

Streamline work
Allows potential, or new, Contracting Officers to familiarize themselves with the selection and
analyzation process
There can be several Requests for Proposals for one specific job. A DoD employee may want to see
how each document is worded to attract the specific Cost Proposals
Evaluate the risk associated with each artifact by understanding the contract types
A DoD employee may also want to comprehend the roles and responsibilities for contract surveillance

• Potentially, the Contracting Officer and/or Government Employee can:
•
•
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Have specific risks highlighted for the various documents.
Provide feedback so the prototype can demonstrate reinforced learning for each artifact that will help
evolve the overall tool, including when clauses change the processes. (While this takes significant time
to set up but would be very beneficial)
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Use Case: Concatenated Documents
Multiple artifacts uploaded are treated as one document

• The user wants to upload several different artifacts (Requests for Proposals, etc.) to
see which category of contract type should be strongly considered if treated as one
document.
•
•
•
•

Streamline work
Allows potential, or new, Contracting Officers to familiarize themselves with the selection and
analyzation process for an overall objective
Again, there can be several Requests for Proposals for one specific job. A DoD employee may want
to see various documents (including ancillary) linked together to determine
A DoD employee can use to tool to help keep files current and complete, understanding the contract
type that the documents support

• Potentially, the Contracting Officer and/or Government Employee can:
•
•
•
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Provide feedback so the prototype can demonstrate reinforced learning
Move from a prototype to a Minimum Viable Product (MVP)
Eventually highlight potential risks factors within the texts as well as the various aspects that drove
the entirety of the documents to be deemed the specific contract type. It also can aid in managing
potential problem areas
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Demo
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Future Developments
• The current “system” is a proof of concept, with known limitations, not tested on larger scale, not incorporating
feedback from users
• Benchmark the results on a larger scale, using existing cases
• Introducing an after-triage supervised system to refine the results. This may be as refined/complex as needed,
along 3 main lines:
•

Force case-specific behaviors

•

Add a layer of reinforcement learning, using the users feedback (accuracy of the results) as score to
maximize

•

Take into account external factors, such as critical relevance of the request, previous agreements with
preferred providers, competitiveness of the market segments (e.g.: fewer competitors, more risk)

• Expand the User Interface providing more interactive functionalities and visualizations
• Assisting, “mentoring”, getting feedback from larger scale deployment
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Thank you!

Dr. Carlo Lipizzi

clipizzi@stevens.edu
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